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I. Presentation of the work
General presentation
“Kyoto portraits 100“ is a collection of paintings made by Yann Le Gal in 2013 and 2014. These portraits are of
Kyoto prefecture residents who agreed to participate in this project, all of whom he met with his spouse and
collaborator, Mayphy Miho Higashi.
The work is a collection of one hundred portraits painted in acrylic on plywood panels (180 x 90 centimetres,
thickness 1,5 centimetres).

Introduction to the theme and specifications of the portraits
The project "Kyoto portraits 100", developed by Yann Le Gal and Mayphy Miho Higashi was born from their
common desire to create a generous, ambitious and major work. The execution of this project allowed them to
meet and involve one hundred people who agreed to sit for the portraits. People of all ages, of different social
status, and differing backgrounds were approached for their participation in the project. These are the people of
Kyoto, the men, the women and the children of our time, at work, pursuing their occupations, and taking their
leisure.
List of models classified by activities
(The numbering refers to the order in which they appear on the cover of this document)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

employee
digeridoo player
retiree
nurse
shakuhachi player
pianist
mikoshi carrier for Gion matsuri
schoolgirl
violinist
tea ceremony practitioner
tea ceremony practitioner
manager (?)
calligrapher
baker
bakerʼs wife
traditional storyteller from Niger
carpenter
waitress
club manager
engineer
bookseller
beautician
beautician
traditional storyteller
okonomiyaki restaurant chef and owner
mandolin player
sake merchant
supplier of bakery products
shopping girl
employee
yoga apprentice
weaver
hostess
classical dancer
student, matsuri dancer
kimono merchant
kimono merchantʼs spouse
in mourning
apprentice baker
retiree
retired centenarian
schoolchild
son of Buddhist priest (?)
tea ceremony practitioner
illustrator
company director, No actor
restaurant chef and owner
mother
retiree
classical pianist

51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

president of the Kyoto international community centre
traditional armour manufacturer
guitarist
bass player
kimono tailor
sake manufacturer and merchant
sake merchant
fisherman
potter
Shinto priest
painter
carpenter
shamisen player
tofu manufacturer, seller and restorer
yuzen painter
Shinto priest
dyer
soba restaurant chef and owner
Head of Kyoto International School
traditional dancer nihonbuyo
jazz singer
potter
farmer
farmerʼs wife
flautist
tatami maker and musician
yuzen painter
obi weaver
puppeteer
shuttle maker
weaver
kyokano shibori craftswoman
gold leaf maker
restaurant chef and owner
wagashi creator
traditional embroiderer (shishu)
koto player
traditional doll craftsman
harpist
sandal craftsman
Abbot of Okazaki Betsuin Temple
shamisen player
tea farmer
kendo master
kobudo master (yagyu-shinkageryu)
gardener, council employee
kamishibai storyteller (paper theatre)
kimono weaver
printer
artist
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The portraits were painted in a natural setting, which emphasised an exchange and communication between the artist
and the models. The first sessions occurred in the painterʼs studio. It was soon evident that it was necessary to leave the
"neutral" space of the studio, and meet and portray the subjects in settings familiar to them, at home or the workshop,
which would then partially reveal their private lives and their personality. Most of the paintings were executed in Kyoto
City. Yann Le Gal and Mayphy Miho Higashi also visited different places in Kyoto prefecture, such as Ine-cho, Kyotamba,
Minami Yamashiromura and Kizugawa, providing them with unique and original experiences, which transformed this
pictorial project into a genuine human adventure.

n° 55

n° 77

n° 96

n° 73

n° 52

n° 80
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Due to the topic and its implementation, this work appears to follow early modern art, as a disguised tribute to
the works of Degas and Manet. The painter, armed with the tools of painting—plywood, brushes and
colours—leaves the studio to discover the world and meet its people with the intention of capturing a specific
moment, the atmosphere and energy of life that imbue an instant. Each portrait was rapidly completed, from
under two hours to four hours at most, with the intention of keeping the freshness and spontaneity of a first draft.

n° 37

n° 32

n° 86

n° 25

n° 46

n° 93
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Documentary resource
These meetings were not only devoted to the creation of paintings. A register containing photographs and
interviews by Mayphy Miho Higashi communicate the painting process, and also provide information on the lives
of these people. These archives are an inherent part of the collection.

n°13, Shimada Ujo, calligraphy master.

n°41, Yasui Katsu, Hundred years old retired.

n°58, Nagahama Tameji, fisher.

n°94, Nishiue Kiyomitsu, kendo master.

n°94, Fukuda masaru, Buddhist priest.

n°80, Hasegawa Junichi, shuttle maker for kimono loom.

A video documentary has been realized to be presented during exhibitions :
http://yannlegal.net/myfiles/KPCvideo10min.mov
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Register of models

II. EXHIBITION CONCEPT
Presentation: the folding screen
The wooden panel and folding screen format reference traditional Japanese painting, which provides the work
with homogeneity and consistency as it draws upon indigenous cultural values for its formation.
The different spaces in which the collection is to be displayed will allow for multiple levels of interpretation, and
reveal aspects and meanings inherent in the collection. With this type of installation, paintings escape traditional
presentation on a wall, and thus reach the viewerʼs level by offering a variety of routes for each exhibition.
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Museum of Kyoto exhibition (Kyotofu bunka hakubutsukan)
Considering the theme of the collection, having the first exhibition in the city of Kyoto was of course ideal. The
Museum of Kyoto, which is devoted to show Kyotoʼs culture from traditional forms to contemporary art, provided
this opportunity, and this recognition from a cultural authority elevated the status of this work to art.
For this occasion, the choice was made to exhibit the folding screen in its entirety: the 100 portraits have been
arranged in their chronological order to create a long 90-metre painting.

Fig. a

Fig. b
Different solutions were considered, from a simple juxtaposition of paintings to follow the exhibition floor plan
(Fig. a), to the creation of an independent and original space that would include unique perspectives and
viewpoints (Fig. b).
th

th

This exhibition took place from 10 to 15 September 2014, with 825 visitors in six days.
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Exhibition poster for the Museum of Kyoto Bunka Hakubutsukan.

9

Below, different viewpoints of the exhibition.
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Exhibition at the contemporary art festival of Kizugawa 2014 – Exhibition at the city
hall of Kizugawa, from 2d to 15th November 2014.
In 2014, a third contemporary art festival took place in Kizugawa City, located in southern Kyoto Prefecture.
The ”Kyoto portraits 100” project was chosen to be exhibited with the works of forty artists from different
backgrounds. Each had to occupy a place in the city with their art. We opted for the city hall, its modern
architecture particularly suited for the presentation of the collection in a large and luminous hall.
This exhibition place is significant and replete with meaning, and presenting the portraits in this space
imparted another point of view and understanding of the work, which differed from the interpretation provided by
the Museum of Kyoto. As the administration centre of the city, the City Hall conducts population surveys; it is
also a centre for citizens to accomplish various formalities: birth and death registrations, marriages, various
forms, and more. The aim of this presentation was to echo the function of the place with a large installation that
symbolised citizens and their reduction to mere numbers for the purpose of the administration.

Entry hall of the Kizugawa city hall.
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Study model for the city hall of Kizugawa.

In this presentation, a mirror was positioned to include the visitor in the collection, and to also reinforce the
impression of being in the midst of a painted crowd.

Above and next pages, different viewpoints of the exhibition.
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Proposed projects
Different presentation formats to reveal the potential and rich meaning inherent at this collection are still under
considered. The list below, while still in progress, can be finalised according to the exhibition space, which
would then contribute to an enriched reflection of the portraits.

1. Turn over 01
“Turn over” is an expression used to discuss the staff of a company or an administration.

Medium size of installation: 11 x 6 meters, high 180 cm

In this proposed exhibition format, 24 panels are displayed, which are regularly replaced or
updated during the exhibition. This renders it possible to show all alternately, following the format of
an administrative turn over. Those paintings not shown, are stacked in front of the folding screen,
these stacks symbolising registers in which citizens are listed and classified.
This installation illustrates administrative coldness through the symbolic representation of
humanityʼs effacement in the bureaucratic process.
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2. Turn over 02

Medium size of installation: 11 x 6 meters, high 180 cm.

In this installation, panels are displayed in single file, two by two, and the folding screen is positioned
in a loop. Ten portraits are shown as a temporary exhibition. Shared with the “Turn over 01” is the
principle of creating a constantly renewed series of portraits so that each can be shown at least once
during the exhibition.
The concept of bureaucracy is shifted or changed to reference the festivals (matsuri) of Kyoto, in
which citizens from all ages and backgrounds participate in their organisation and the various
processions.
This huge sculptural presentation suggests movement, as it raises the image of a snake or dragon
swallowing its own tail. It also illustrates Japanese society as it perpetually turns over on itself.
Generations follow one another to create renewal, whereas codes and habitus that mould these people
remain unchanged for centuries.
More than the Japanese people alone, this installation addresses all humanity. Nationalism is
increasingly prevalent everywhere, and countries turn inwards despite humanityʼs present dependence
on a worldwide economy and communication systems. Humanity, which continually matures, is
intellectually comprehensible in its entirely, but only a small part is visible for everyone at one time.
Humanity, on its way to the future to be renewed, only remains the same. Humanity, as it turns over on
itself, is dependant yet captive to its own condition.
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3. Between order and confusion, a society in transition
Japan is a middle-aged society, full of contrasts. The modern brushes shoulders with the ancient, the modern
westernised lifestyle clashes with the habits and ancestral traditions from another age, outrageous consumption
interrupts religious habits and spiritual life, and the unsightly and the trivial hide beauty and meditation… New
generations meet new difficulties to find a place in society, lifetime employment is no longer the norm, and the
future is uncertain.

In this installation, the idea is to present an island of stability that contrasts with the
anonymous and disorganised mass of people.
Six panels are joined together and highlighted as an allegory of the stable values
that form the basis of society:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The farmer represents peoples roots in the land.
The calligrapher represents knowledge.
The baker represents terrestrial food and daily work.
The bakerʼs wife in association with her husband represents the family.
The priest represents religion and aspiration to a spiritual life.
The shamisen player represents arts.
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4. Memorial
In this installation paintings are not displayed to the public. They are stored on a pedestal, hidden from light
and eyes. Kept in the shadows, they trace a route that guides the visitors to a blank panel on which a slideshow
of the 100 portraits is projected.

The slideshow picture is ghostly and ethereal.
The work of art is no longer a material form: it is light, it is deified.
The projected series of portraits represents the soul of models, and when the original paintings are stored or
placed on the ground, they are the tombs of a cemetery, and represent death.
When combined with religious belief and superstition, the oppressive symbol of death makes this installation
difficult to show in Japan, particularly as the models are still alive. For this to be accepted in Japan would
require a complete explanation of the concept underlying this installation.

The premise of this installation is to play with the sensibilities of the visitors and their frustration at being in the
presence of artworks they are forbidden to view. This then plays with the myths and mysteries surrounding a
vanished original work of art, which imparts a new layer of meaning to the reproduction.
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III. Art book
As "Kyoto portraits 100" developed into a major project, the decision was made to publish an art book that
recorded the process of this experience.
The aim of this book is to address as wide an audience as possible. Each portrait is reproduced, accompanied
by texts by Yann Le Gal and Mayphy Miho Higashi in French, English and Japanese. A profile for each of the
models is also presented in Japanese. The book opens with a poem composed by Shimada Ujo, a calligrapher
whose portrait is included in this collection.

• Benrido
Kyoto is famous worldwide for the high quality of its craftsmen, and the exigencies that allowed them to
maintain their knowledge and understanding of their traditions. With this in mind, Yann Le Gal and Mayphy Miho
Higashi decided to collaborate with "Benrido", a printer and publisher specialising in artwork reproduction.
Benrido is a rare in that they use collotype, a technique that combines lithograph and photography. The quality
of these prints is exceptional as copies are facsimiles.
For technical and cost reasons, it was impossible to publish this book in collotype, and instead, a high quality
offset print was used. Nevertheless, three collotypes of Yann Le Galʼs self-portrait have been printed to mark
the occasion of this exemplary cooperation with Benrido: one colour print as a reduced size facsimile, one black
and white print, and one black and white print Yann Le Gal enhanced with colour touches. This third print then
become another original piece of art.

Collotypes, size 30 x 60 cm each
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• Limited editions
Two limited editions are also planned for presentations in different major exhibitions of "Kyoto portraits100".
These would then become a rare and unique work of art for collectors.
For the first one, one hundred copies of the book are presented in a box, which can be assembled as a puzzle
for the creation of an original painting composed by Yann Le Gal. Each pieces of the puzzle are unique and
numbered. The subject of this painting is a “tsuboniwa”, a traditional garden inside Japanese houses.

Limited edition 01 “Tsuboniwa“ Puzzle of 100 boxes overview and detail.

For the second one, a puzzle of twenty original and numbered paintings are presented at the bookshop
MARUZEN of Kyoto in July 2016. The subject of this painting is an illustration of the “Gion Matsuri“ through
ages, the most important festival of Kyoto which takes place each year during July,

Limited edition 02 “Gion matsuri“
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IV. Biographies
• Yann Le Gal
French, born in 1973; lives and works in Kyoto (Japan)
Born to a middle class family, he was eight years old when his father suddenly died. His mother raised him
and played a formative role in his upbringing. The close bond formed between the two continues to influence his
life and art.
During his apprenticeship, he witnessed the transformation of the école des beaux arts of Reims into a design
art school, "ESAD", the transformation creating tensions and divisions between the old and new generations of
teachers. To preserve independence as he worked towards achieving a level of artistic competence parallel with
the great historic artists, Le Gal distanced himself from the noxious atmosphere of the school and the formulaic
career promoted in this environment. This experience caused an overall rejection of the art-school curriculum,
and his primary influences entail both classic and modern, from Rembrandt, to Rodin, Manet, Giacometti, and
Picasso. Rather than the school taught rule, he incorporated elements that fall between classicism and
expressionism, light and shadow, much of this acquired through his own research, into a uniquely introspective
and fragile artistic language.
He was first recognised artistically in 1999 when he was awarded the Renoir Foundation prize. For one year,
he resided and worked in the art residency at Essoyes (France, Aube), this residency being the former studio of
the impressionist master. The work he produced at this time acquired a narcissistic theme, which caused him to
recognise the existence of a time lag between the artist in their ivory tower and the local population. Essoyes is
a small village located in the Champagne vineyards, the population primarily composed of agricultural workers
whose awareness of art and the inherent theoretical problem is limited. This experience was a determining
factor in the creation of the Kyoto portraits 100 project. Rather than the isolationist approach seen in the
Essoyes period, Kyoto portraits 100 has adopted a confrontation approach in the Le Gal met the people living in
the vicinity of his residence.
In 2007, Le Gal entered a new stage of development with the opening of his studio "Box# 104", a large store in
the Reims suburbs. There, he faced the challenge of creating gigantic compositions. To acquire an
understanding of vineyard culture, the symbol of the Champagne area, he pursued the theme of a bacchanal by
drawing upon the original Greek myth of Dionysus. His studio transformed into a pagan temple decorated with
two gigantic paintings, Oréibasie, a large canvas of 3.6 x 4 metres, which is an allegory of the birth of Dionysus,
and The drunkenness of Silenus, a canvas of 3.6 x 8 metres sixty, which represents a gigantic and sculptural
orgy. The size and the style of these paintings clearly refer to Picasso, but Le Gal does more than merely quote
the modern master. He revisits themes and iconographic codes of a subject that originate in Antiquity. He was
working on a third painting, when the death of his mother put an end to its realisation. Ironically, whereas
Box#104 was dedicated to gigantic paintings, the most poignant works of this time are small drawings done at
the bedside of his mother in hospital.
Each step in Le Galʼs life and work can be understood as a rebirth that has allowed him to be increasingly
open to the world, questioning the place he occupies, these experiences something he tries to express in his
creations. Kyoto portraits 100 is another turning point that is the fruition of portrait studies completed over many
years, opens the next cycle of development.
The essence of his art is primitive and instinctive: the works are quickly finished to preserve the sense of direct
contact with the materials. This contrasts with the necessary process of reflection, which requires time, a slow
maturation that allows him to implement his work over a long period. This current evolution permitted him to
question his own practice, which in turn opened new ways of engaging in the dialectic between the myths of art
history and contemporary society.
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Curriculum :
April – May 2015. Kyoto Sento Art Festival.
November 2014. "Kyoto portraits 100" presented at the Kizugawa art festival 2014.
September 2014. "Kyoto portraits 100" solo exhibition at the museum of Kyoto "Bunka hakubutsukan".
June 2014. Fête de la musique at Isakobo, Nanzenji, Kyoto.
April 2014. "Hankyu France fair 2014", at Hankyu department store, Osaka.
June 2013. June 2014. "Kyoto portraits 100". Realisation of 100 portraits as natural size, of citizens from Kyoto prefecture.
March 2013. Live painting for "Hankyu France fair", at Hankyu department store, Osaka.
June 2012. Fête de la musique at Isakobo, Nanzenji, Kyoto.
April 2012. Opening of "Kyo to e to oto", a studio to promote Yann Le Gal and Mayphyʼs activities with art and Music.
April 2011. Charity concert and live painting event for the victims of the Great North East Japan Earthquake at "Lʼinstitut français du Kansai", Kyoto.
2010-2011. Comics book writer and storyboard artist published:
_" LE DIEU SINGE # 2, 3," _DELCOURT PUBLISHING_
_" AU BORD DE LʼEAU # 2, " _DELCOURT PUBLISHING_
_"VIES TRANCHEES" _DELCOURT PUBLISHING_
_"LA MEMOIRE DʼABRAHAM # 1, 2," _CASTERMAN PUBLISHING _
Septembre 2009. Portraitʼs exhibition in Cauroy les Hermonvilles (France - Marne). Participation to "Les Journées du patrimoine"
May 2009. "Parcours dʼartistes" in Reims. Open studio and Bacchanale performance at the BOX#104.
July 2008. Painting a fresco at Essoyes (France - Aube) with the support of the Renoir Foundation.
November 2007. Moving into the BOX#104 at Reims to prepare the "bacchanale" subject for 2008.
August 2007. Exhibition "Essoyes celibrities" at the Hériotʼs house (Essoyes - Aube). Participation to "Les Journées du patrimoine"
March -April 2005. Personal exhibition at the Auménancourt cultural Art centre (Pongivart church / France)
September 2002. Group exhibition at gallery "La Maison du Boulanger", Troyes (Aube).
February 2002. Group exhibition at gallery "le Minautore", Paris.
2001-2002. Several researches conducted to study portraiture and subject of the human figure on paintings, drawings and sculptures.
July -August 2000. Paintings, sculptures, photography and drawings exhibition in Essoyes.
June 2000. Paintings and sculptures exhibition at the gallery of the champagne Veuve Devaux in Bar sur Seine (Aube / France).
1999. Prize-winner of the Renoir Foundation. Residency at "Auguste Renoirʼs studio at Essoyes" The works made during this period are shown in a
personal exhibition.
Self-portraitʼs theme studied for several years taking shape of a monumental sculpted bust, paintings and photographs. Illustrating the NarcissusEcho Poem from Ovidʼs metamorphoses presented in a catalogue publication.
1998-2000. Participation in several group exhibitions at the Ward-Nasse Gallery (New York) :
_"Peek-a-boo" (November 6th - 28th 1998).
_"side show " (March 26th - April 18th 1999).
_"Art from the heart " (December 4th1998 - January 23th 1999).
_"year round salon " (June1999-July 2000).

Formation
1993-1994. ESAD. Second series of self-portraits. Expressionism takes place in a simplified vision based on the construction of the drawing from
light and shade.
1992-1993. Art school student in Rueil Malmaison (France).
Visiting Parisian museums and exhibitions, expending horizons on various artistic and aesthetic approaches. First series of self-portraits in a
expressionist influenced style.
1988-1992. ESAD (College of Art and Design) in Reims (France). First artistic experiences in engraving, sculpture and drawing. The work turning
into portraits and human figure.
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• Mayphy Miho Higashi
Japanese, born in 1972; lives and works in Kyoto, Japan
Mayphy is a multidisciplinary artist, dancer, musician, singer and composer. In the early 2000ʼs, she lived in
Tokyo where she participated in the artistic underground, when she successively ran two theatrical productions,
"Feelinʼ Soul 1" and "Feelinʼ Soul 2 Re incarnation". With this experience, she developed communication and
management skills, which played a focal role in the successful completion of the Kyoto portraits 100 project.
After several years spent in dance and production activities, she decided to change her career to music and
create something with an international dimension. From 2006 to 2010, she lived in London where she attended
the vocal courses at Tech Music School and at "London Centre of Contemporary Music". This intense period of
formation stimulated her creativity, as London is a vibrant city, a melting pot for the artistic community. She
broadened her skills, and then turned to pop music, developed a jazz and world music repertoire. Her
inexhaustible energy drew her to act in Griot, a musical at the Bernie Grand Art Center, directed by Amani
Naphtari, the music produced by Drew Horley and Eska Mtungwazi. At the same time, she initiated another
musical, "Bohemian Tour", produced by "Union Dance". She subsequently composed the music and libretto for
Magic Carpet, one of her original texts, which became part of her working repertory. She graduated from the
Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music, which allowed her to teach piano and vocal for all ages. She
then developed an original method of teaching based on communication skills, which gave her the idea of
developing a complete universe of images and music through the creation of "Misolla", a character straddling
pop culture and manga.
At the end of this rich London period, her meeting with Yann Le Gal took her to France. The wish for new
experiences and new meetings brought about the creation a new song, Rebirth, which was inspired by the
tragedy of the Earthquake and tsunami of 11 March 2011. She also collaborated with the French jazz and world
music group, Phildissime, for an album recorded in Paris.

• Kyo to e to oto
The meeting between Mayphy and Yann Le Gal led them to a first collaboration for an open day at his studio
in Reims. For this occasion, they performed a mixture of live painting and dance on the bacchanal theme. They
performed again for an experimental video in which the painter, acting the role of a satyr chasing a nymph, is
metaphorically pursuing his subject for painting.
In 2012, they settled in Kyoto, where they established their studio Kyo to e to oto “Today, art, and music”, to
develop new artistic projects.
"Kyo to e to oto" is a space in which they create artworks, and organise events, concerts and live painting, to
build a fabric of social relationships. Also, it is an entity that lets them to be involved in various public events in
the Kansai area, such as fête de la musique, the Osaka France Fair, charity concerts, and more.
The implementation of the Kyoto portraits 100 project marks the completion of one collaborative work, and in
2014, Kyo to e to oto became a publisher in order to spread this experience.

Following the concepts underlying the Kyoto portraits 100, a new art project is currently in formation, the
expected date of completion being 2015. This project will commemorate the atomic bombing of Hiroshima, with
an installation of 70 portraits and an original painting work to reflect the colours of todayʼs Hiroshima.
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V. PRESS REVIEW

Kyoto Shimbun report during an assignment with model in Kyoto city, edition of 3d March 2014
No. 80, Junichi Hasegawa, shuttle manufacturer to loom.
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Kyoto Shimbun report during an assignment with model in Kyoto city, edition of 16th June 2014.
N°98, Fukuoka Saeko, kimono weaver.
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Kyoto Shimbun report during the exposure to the Kyoto Museum bunka hakutsukan edition of 11 September 2014.

Sankei Shimbun report during the exposure to the Kyoto Museum bunka hakutsukan edition of 13 September 2014.
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Announcement for Kizugawa Art Festival 2014 in the October 2014 edition of Sky Magazine.
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Mainichi Shimbun report during the exhibition at the City Hall of Kizugawa, edition of November 5th 2014
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Yomi Uri shimbun report during the exhibition at the City Hall of Kizugawa, edition of November 7th 2014
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V. CONTACTS
"Kyoto portraits 100" website: http://kyotoportraits.yannlegal.net/
Kyo to e to oto
265-2 Daimonji-cho
Motoseiganji-dori
Shichihonmatsu Higashi iru
kamigyo-ku
602 8323 JAPON
Tel & Fax : 075 (461) 2258
Email : kyotoetooto@yannlegal.net

Yann Le Gal
Mobile : +81 (0) 904 769 798 85
Email : ylgbox104@gmail.com
Site web: http://yannlegal.net/

Mayphy Miho Higashi
Mobile : +81 (0) 80 2451 0172
Email : feelinsoul.production@gmail.com
Site web: http://yann.le.gal.free.fr/mayphy/Mayphy.html
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